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GF PIPING SYSTEMS – SUCCESS STORY

Driving clean energy forward
Carbon emissions continue to rise, driving the urgent need for more sustainable forms of power generation as well.
What if we could harness an unlimited source of clean energy that lies directly beneath our feet?
SaltPower is doing just that and has partnered with GF Piping Systems to produce CO 2 -free electricity through a
uniquely natural process: osmosis.
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About SaltPower
and GF
SaltPower was founded in 2015 by Danish engineer,
inventor and businessman Jørgen Mads Clausen.
The company develops innovative and scalable clean
energy production technology through osmosis, a
process that combines fresh water and salt water to
produce electricity. After several years of R&D,
SaltPower recently sold its first commercial system
and is now planning to scale production throughout
Europe.

In 2021, global CO 2 emissions from energy combustion and industrial processes hit an all-time high of
36.3 gigatonnes (Gt), up 6% from the year before. This reflects the upswing in the economy after the economic
slowdown of 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 33

SaltPower is a Danish start-up taking an innovative approach to the problem of global warming. Its unique system
uses salt water – one of the world’s most abundant resources – to create emission-free energy through the power of
osmosis.
While designing its initial prototype, SaltPower needed more sustainable and longer-lasting alternatives to
traditional steel pipes. Having previously collaborated with GF on a project with Semco Maritime, SaltPower engaged
GF Piping Systems as an official supply partner. “GF believed in our business model from the very beginning and
supported us in our pioneering work even as a start-up,” says SaltPower CEO Lars Storm Pedersen. “GF’s advanced
piping components and focus on sustainability have been decisive in making our pilot projects so successful.”
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As an industry area sales
manager at GF Piping
Systems, Michael
Adamsen supports OEM
(original equipment
manufacturer) customers
and others. He manages
comfort and process
cooling projects and has
led the SaltPower
collaboration since 2017.
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Lars Storm Pedersen is
CEO of SaltPower and
holds a PhD in chemical
engineering from the
Technical University of
Denmark. An energy
sector veteran, he was
previously Vice Chairman
of Dansk Miljøteknologi
and held several leading
roles at Haldor Topsoe.

Using salt to create renewable energy
SaltPower uses the natural process of osmosis to generate 100% emission-free electricity. Its system pumps fresh
water and salt water through tanks separated by a membrane full of tiny pores through which only water can pass.
Seeking a natural balance, the fresh water automatically moves through the membrane and mixes with the salt
water to equalize the salinity levels. This controlled water transfer creates a build-up of pressure that powers a
turbine and generates 24/7 clean electricity. The system’s only by-product is salt water, making it a sustainable
energy solution for companies that produce or consume large volumes of salt.
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A successful and rewarding partnership
SaltPower is currently using GF’s components to deliver its first full-scale system. GF supplies plastic PVC piping
along with fittings, ball valves and sensors used in the pumping chambers that combine the two water sources.
Michael Adamsen from GF Piping Systems, who has been leading the SaltPower collaboration since 2017, says the
change from steel to plastic pipes delivers a host of unique benefits. “GF’s plastic pipes are unaffected by salinity
and will last up to 25 years, which is five times longer than steel equivalents. PVC pipes also have a much smaller
carbon footprint than steel, meaning they lower costs, conserve resources and significantly reduce lifetime
emissions."
SaltPower’s systems are rated at 100 kilowatts and measure just 6x15 meters. The company says it can also achieve
larger capacities by connecting multiple systems together, providing clean baseload power for facilities of all sizes.
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Working together to drive clean energy forward
With its first commercial order now underway, Lars Storm Pedersen believes SaltPower is primed to make a lasting
impact in the clean energy sector. “Renewables such as solar and wind have key roles to play in the energy
transition, but they are intermittent by nature,” he says. “Using GF’s piping components, SaltPower can generate
clean electricity 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, which is exactly what the world needs going forward.”
In the face of rising carbon emissions, GF is proudly working with SaltPower to develop this sustainable energy
solution. And with the Danish company poised for rapid growth, this successful collaboration is laying new
foundations for a cleaner, greener future.
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Two points of view
What challenges did SaltPower face
while developing its method for
producing clean energy through
osmosis?
Lars Storm Pedersen: Our system pumps water
with a salinity of up to 26%, making it difficult to use
steel pipes as they’re prone to corrosion.
Additionally, our clients are increasingly focused on
our environmental footprint, so we needed
components that would enhance our sustainability.

How did GF solve the challenges faced
by SaltPower in the development
process?
Michael Adamsen: GF’s salt-resistant plastic pipes
and components last around 25 years, which is five
times longer than steel pipes. These extended
lifespans conserve natural resources, and as they’re
also much lighter and easier to install, they vastly
reduce maintenance costs.

What do you value most about the
collaboration with GF?
Lars Storm Pedersen: GF is a professional and
reliable partner that has been instrumental in
reducing both our costs and environmental impact.
GF’s plastic pipes have a small carbon footprint and
very long lifespans, helping us in our mission to
deliver clean and sustainable energy.

What will the future of the partnership
look like?
Michael Adamsen: Our cooperation has been highly
successful so far, and SaltPower has recently sold
its first full-scale unit. We are very proud of this
progress and will continue to supply SaltPower with
our plastic components for the systems it develops
in the future.

33

Global Energy Review: CO2 Emissions in 2021 – Analysis – IEA
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GF CASTING SOLUTIONS – SUCCESS STORY

Lightweight castings for zero-emission
mobility
Electric vehicles play an important part in the future of emission-free driving. But looking beyond batteries – what
does it take to produce a truly sustainable car? In a collaboration with Fisker, GF Casting Solutions’ lightweight
components are contributing to one of the most advanced and efficient vehicles ever built.
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About Fisker and GF
Fisker is an American electric vehicle automaker
founded in 2016 by Henrik Fisker. Based in Southern
California (US), Fisker is developing the Fisker
Ocean, an all-electric SUV made from recycled and
vegan materials with an estimated range of up to
350 miles.

Climate change is one of the most critical challenges of our time and passenger and commercial travel on the road
has a decisive role to play. Road travel accounts for more than 75% of transport demand and emissions. 34
It’s clear that the automotive sector has a pivotal role to play in reducing global emissions, and California’s Fisker
(US) is one automaker leading a new era of sustainable motoring.

The Ocean is Fisker’s hotly anticipated electric car, and the company plans to produce up to 300’000 vehicles starting
in late 2022. The five-seat SUV boasts some truly impressive specs: up to 350 miles of range, a solar roof and a
2
luxury interior made from recycled plastic bottles and fishing nets. Fisker’s founder
and CEO, Henrik Fisker, said the
company is committed to climate-friendly motoring. “Our vehicle is built in a CO -neutral factory that is mainly run
by hydro. Our ESG effort and our sustainability effort is really something that we take seriously.”
Weight is critical for electric vehicles, as lighter models use less energy and travel further between charges. To
achieve these goals, Fisker sought help from GF Casting Solutions to develop a more efficient and sustainable car.
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“At Fisker, we look for components with the highest recycled content and the lowest weight that meet our
engineering and aesthetic requirements,” said Patrick Newsom, Director of ESG at Fisker. “We also value partners
that embrace renewables and are working towards carbon neutrality.”

Sohil Fakur is Global Key
Account Manager at
GF Casting Solutions. In
this position, he is the
lead point of contact for
all of GF Casting
Solutions’ key clients.
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Patrick Newsom is
Fisker’s Director of ESG,
responsible for the
company’s
environmental, social and
governance (ESG)
initiatives. His work
ensures Fisker meets its
ambitious sustainability
goals and continually
reduces its environmental
impact.

Lighter vehicles, lower emissions
GF Casting Solutions uses an aluminum alloy that is around 50% lighter than steel. The casting process also
combines several components into one, significantly reducing production and transport emissions.
Sohil Fakur, Global Key Account Manager at GF Casting Solutions, says lightweight castings are critical for efficient,
low-emission vehicles. “Traditionally, automakers may source 10 components from 10 different suppliers. Casting
combines these parts together in a way that is not only more environmentally friendly, but also extends range and
reduces emissions.” In keeping with circular economy principles, GF Casting Solutions can also recycle 95% of the
process-related scrap generated during the casting process within a closed loop recycling program.
Fisker’s sustainability efforts also include a goal to completely recycle all Ocean leasing models – including their
batteries – after 12 years on the road.
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The road to climate-friendly driving
Together with Fisker, GF is helping to set new standards in sustainable mobility. Fisker has plans to produce
completely CO 2 -free cars by 2027, an aim that Henrik Fisker believes is as ambitious as it is necessary. “It is a tough
goal, but I think it is good to set tough goals for the entire team, because in that way you really work towards
something that is truly going to change the world.”
As part of this landmark project, GF is proud to support Fisker in achieving its visionary goals. With lighter and more
sustainable components, GF's contribution to this electric vehicle is a step towards a cleaner and greener future.
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Two points of view
Why are lightweight parts so critical for
Fisker as a car manufacturer?
Patrick Newsom: Weight has a significant impact on
a vehicle’s efficiency and range. The ability to create
and source lightweight, cost-effective materials is
critical for us to deliver accessible electric vehicles
that offer safe and efficient mobility to our
customers.

Why are the components developed by
GF particularly lightweight?
Sohil Fakur: The castings are made of a unique
aluminum alloy, making them around half the weight
of steel equivalents. We co-developed nine
components, which reduced energy and transport
emissions while lowering the Ocean’s total weight.

What do you value most about your
collaboration with the GF Casting
Solutions’ team?
Patrick Newsom: GF is constantly challenging
industry norms to improve its production methods. It
is a true design partner capable of executing unique
and efficient solutions that allow us to be very
creative and build more sustainable cars.

What challenges were faced in the
development of structural components
for the Fisker Ocean?
Sohil Fakur: The Ocean is due to launch at the end of
2022, so our development and production had to
meet a very strict timeline. Thanks to our extensive
automotive experience, we were able to deliver an
excellent product to specs and on schedule.

34

Source: IEA (2021), Tracking Transport 2021, IEA, Paris
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GF MACHINING SOLUTIONS – SUCCESS STORY

Award-winning educational partnership
Technology continues to evolve at a rapid pace. How do we ensure today’s education prepares students for
tomorrow’s challenges? As a leader in sustainable innovation, GF is helping to train the next generation of technical
specialists. Through shared knowledge and hands-on experience, graduates are now primed for success in their
careers.
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About Tianjin Light
Industry Vocational
Technical College
and GF
Established in 2001, Tianjin Light Industry Vocational
Technical College (China) is a state-owned public
institution of higher education. It offers 33 higher
vocational diploma programs and two skill-oriented
undergraduate programs. The college has three of
China’s top specialties: mold design and
manufacturing, photovoltaic power generation
technology and application, and e-commerce. Tianjin
Light Industry Vocational Technical College has
around 10’000 students and 3’000 new graduates
each year and is one of China’s leading die-and-mold
training campuses.

Young people participating in technical and vocational programs
Education is a path to more fulfilling work, greater career prospects and a higher quality of life. However, worldwide
only around 5% of young people aged 15–24 participate in technical and vocational programs. 35 To continue driving
social and economic growth, there’s an urgent need to raise these numbers.
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In response to this challenge, GF formed a partnership with Tianjin Light Industry Vocational Technical College
(China) in 2016. Since then, on the back of this partnership, GF has elevated its profile throughout the country. The
college is one of China’s leading die-and-mold training institutions, with around 10’000 students and 3’000 graduates
per year. Having celebrated its fifth anniversary in 2021, the collaboration with GF is enriching the students’ learning
experience by helping them to meet the growing demand for technical prowess.
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Wendy Shi is GF’s Head
of Education in China. She
is responsible for
promoting GF’s advanced
technology in Chinese
institutions and
cultivating skilled talent
for GF and its customers.
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Zhou Jing is Cadre at the
Faculty of Mechanical
Engineering at Tianjin
Light Industry Vocational
Technical College. He also
participated in the
creation of the Chinese
Technical Research
Center for Industrial
Precision Molding.

Investing in tomorrow’s technical specialists
Zhou Jing, Cadre at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, says GF’s support has been a revelation. “We urgently
needed updated teacher training, learning materials and machines that our students use for practical training. GF
has elevated our entire program, and our graduates have terrific career prospects.”
GF provided eight state-of-the-art machines for tasks such as cutting, milling, laser processing and automation
technology, supported by ongoing training. Subjects such as computerized numerical control (CNC) machining
technology, mold design and manufacturing and intelligent manufacturing equipment technology feature hands-on
classes with GF’s machines. It’s a win-win for the college: students learn at the cutting-edge of innovation, and staff
receive training in machine operation, milling and automation.
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“GF has an extensive track record in developing high-precision
production systems. Its commitment to education and technical
excellence made it the ideal partner for our college.”
Zhou Jing, Cadre at the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,
Tianjin Light Industry Vocational Technical College
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Learning from the
best
Jia Zhihao is a student at Tianjin Light Industry
Vocational Technical College. During his fifth
semester, the promising student won second prize
in the National Vocational Students Skills
Competition. Through his college’s partnership with
GF, he has hands-on experience in die and mold
machine structures, operation, programming and
processing. “Thanks to GF’s equipment and training,
I have the exact qualifications I need to start my
career in the CNC industry.” Jia specifically enjoys
production and processing work, which allows him
to continuously improve his skills and learn more
innovative die-and-mold machining techniques. “I’m
very excited about the future, and I hope to become a
CNC technical expert working for GF or one of its
customers.”

GF’s Head of Education in China, Wendy Shi, says the partnership is a role model for technical collaborations. “We’re
developing students to become leaders in their field and their communities. Companies like GF only improve with the
best people, and that all starts with education.”
GF’s partnership rewards everyone involved. The college benefits from GF’s knowledge, equipment and industry
relationships, while GF and its customers gain access to tomorrow’s die-and-mold industry leaders.
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An ongoing success story
GF’s influence extends beyond the campus. The college’s students took second place at the National Vocational
Students Skills Competition in numerical control (NC) programming, processing and component assembly. One of the
winning students, Jia Zhihao, said: “I’m very proud of my award and I now realize how well training with GF’s
machines has prepared me for my professional life.”
The partnership has also paved the way for other rewarding collaborations. In the last five years, GF has partnered
with 11 other institutions and opened another school in the mold-making field with Tianjin Light Industry Vocational
Technical College. The campuses are close to GF’s customers to create job opportunities and long-term
relationships.
GF’s collaboration with Tianjin Light Industry Vocational Technical College is a template for sustainable education.
The college helps graduates find careers with GF and its customers, who can invest more resources into training. In
the end, GF is doing more than fostering professional success: we are helping students build their networks.
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Two points of view
What do you appreciate in particular
about the cooperation with GF?
Zhou Jing: GF is an ideal partner as the company
has a long track record in building precision die-andmold machines and rich experience in education and
talent development. GF is our preferred partner as
the collaboration allows our students to train with
the most advanced technologies and pursue
excellent career prospects.

What are the main benefits for GF from
the cooperation with Tianjin Light
Industry Vocational Technical College?
Wendy Shi: The cooperation with the college helps
GF in many ways. On the one hand, we can raise our
profile in China and promote GF as an attractive
employer. On the other, students receive state-ofthe-art training and can work for our customers,
thus building a very positive image of GF. Overall,
the cooperation helps GF build stronger customer
relationships and achieve sustainable long-term
growth.

What do you have planned for the
future of the cooperation?
Wendy Shi: We would be delighted to continue our
partnership with Tianjin Light Industry Vocational
Technical College. We are expanding our partnership
and have considered including a Swiss college in the
cooperation. We have also signed a contract
agreement with the Chinese Ministry of Education
for the next five years to develop similar projects in
up to 100 other schools.
Zhou Jing: I am very confident and excited about the
ongoing cooperation between GF and our college. I
hope GF will keep up its commitment to the
education of high-quality technical talents.

35

Source: Adapted from UNESCO Institute for Statistics (UIS), http://data.uis.unesco.org/#, 10.11.2021
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